1. **Xi Bachelors**

“Xi Bachelors” will be based off the popular television series, “The Bachelor”. It will be a friendly competition that involves interviewing contestants from multiple organizations on campus in search of “Xi Bachelor”. Along with Greek life, all students are encouraged to join in on this event! As always, proceeds will be donated to Alpha Xi Delta’s philanthropy, Autism Speaks.

Date of Event: Sunday, March 10, 2019
Time of Event: 6:30pm – 8:00pm
Event Location(s): GSU Café

**Catering Resources Requested**
- N/A

**Facilities Resources Requested**
- N/A

**Public Safety Resources Requested**
- Public Safety will give special attention.

**Student Centers Resources Requested**
- Ticket sales will be $5 for students and $7 for faculty and staff via HawkHub up until one hour before the event begins. Money will not be collected at the door, but there will be a penny war.
- This event will only be held in South Café, but both sides will stay reserved for Alpha Xi Delta.
- Theater setup for 270, an aux cord, mac adapter, and three wireless mics will be needed.
- A 2x2 stage will be set up with pipe and drape behind.

Presented By: Julia Cook
Sponsoring Organization: Alpha Xi Delta